
 

 

 

 

 

Tropical Experience Travel Services is a duly registered Online Travel Agency with business address in 

Cainta (Rizal). You can click here to find a copy of our Mayor’s Permit, Business Registration, DTI 

Certificate of Registration, BIR Registration and Barangay Clearance. 

09566751407 (Call/Viber/Whatsapp) 

experiencetropical@gmail.com 

Tagalgo Countryside tour 



 
Local guides will be provided for your day tours only when explicitly mentioned in the Tour 

Program. 

 

 
The beautiful province of Bohol is a world-famous travel destination and is gaining 

popularity as an eco-cultural destination in the Philippines. The island is famous for some of 

the most iconic attractions of the country, yet there is still much else to explore going a bit 

out of the usual way. 

One of the more known features of this island-province is its beautiful sea, which is an ideal 

spot for dolphin watching, snorkeling and island hopping. The local sea beds are very rich 

in marine life: several beautiful marine sanctuaries are scattered around the main island 

and the beautiful surrounding small islets. 

You can’t be visiting Bohol without witnessing the inland countryside classics. You must 

experience cruising on a bamboo raft surrounded by lush vegetation in Loboc River and even 

more important is the viewing of the very iconic Chocolate Hills. Many visitors are also excited 

to have a staring contest with the world’s smallest monkey, the pocket-sized, wide-eyed 

Tarsier.  Going around the countryside of Bohol will be an exciting experience in contact with 

nature. 

Less people know that Bohol has also many other hidden highlights, waiting to be 

discovered. Bohol is indeed the 10th largest island in the Philippines… no wonder why there is 

still so much to explore. 

 

With this tour, you could try also the not-so-usual activities and destinations. One of those is the 

magic firefly watching you’ll have by kayaking in the evening on a local river. Another 

unexpected activity is a walk by the rice terraces of Bohol. Not many people know that also 

this province has its own beautiful rice terraces (Cadpadpan Rice Terraces): you will have a 

glimpse of them walking in Candijay. You will also have a chance of having a dip in the local 

waterfalls and you will visit the Anda Beach, another beautiful hidden treasure of Bohol, an 

incredibly diversified and multicolored island!  
 

 
This tour is ideal for families and groups of all ages who are into unique and fun activities.  You 

will have a little of everything:  the beaches and the beautiful seas, then inland some hills and 

waterfalls and also culture and customs. The program is set to have both adventures and 

relaxations. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Flights Manila to Bohol and back take around 1h30minutes per way (they are not included in 

this package*).  

Vehicles on seat-in-coach basis will be provided for Panglao, Countryside and Firefly inland 

tours and transfers with gasoline, toll fees, parking fees, driver  services ,meals (if necessary) 

already included. While for the Candijay-Anda Day Tour, you will be provided with a private 

vehicle w/driver and guide services.  You will board on a boat with other tourist for your day 

tour on the sea.  Airport to hotel (and vice versa) transfer services will be provided in Bohol. 

*upon request, the package could include flights. Upon inquiring, kindly mention if you need also the 

domestic flight to be included. 

 

 

Lunch meals will be served during your day tours and a dinner in your firefly evening 

activity, picnic style. Other meals are not included and good restaurants options to choose 

from are available in Bohol. Included meals are only the ones explicitly mentioned as 

“included” in the program. Included meals are standard set proposed as set and/or buffet 

style: additional orders are not included. Your hotels will provide you with breakfasts for 

your convenience. 

 

 
We shall provide traditional accommodation that is clean, comfortable and simple - with 

local touch and Western standards. You'll stay in small to medium, locally- run hotels and 

resorts that reflect the character of the area. These will be in a standard room with private 

facilities. We use a variety of accommodation on most of our trips, chosen for their value for 

money, service, location and atmosphere.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 Day 1 - To Bohol: Familiarizing with the Local Environment with the 

Panglao Island Tour 
 Flight from Manila to Bohol in the morning (autonomous, not included). Lunch along the 

way / in transit or upon arrival in Bohol (not included).  

 Arrival in Bohol, check-in and settle down. 

 Mini-tour of Panglao (afternoon/half day tour) takes you to the popular attractions of 

the island. You’ll see one of Bohol’s oldest churches and will have an adventure visiting 

the Hinagdanan Cave, where you could also swim. Then, be one with nature in a 

walking tour of Bee Farm* and satisfy your curiosity with the vast collections in the Shell 

Museum. Cap off this tour with a swim in one of Bohol’s beautiful beaches. This is a 

shared tour with vehicle and driver services plus the assistance of a licensed tour guide. 

 Back in the hotel by late afternoon. Free evening, dinner not included. 
*if your chosen hotel will be Bee Farm, this visit will not be part of the tour. You will be taken to Bee Farm 

as drop-off point instead. 

Day 2 – The Famous Classics of Bohol: Countryside Tour with Chocolate 

Hills, Loboc River, Tarsier Sanctuary + More 
 After your breakfast in the hotel, you will have the Bohol Countryside tour. The Bohol 

Countryside Tour takes you on a memorable and fun-filled trip to Bohol's tourist 

attractions such as the world-renowned Chocolate Hills. Visit historical and cultural 

landmarks like the Blood Compact Shrine and Baclayon Church, then go sightseeing at 

the Chocolate Hills and Man Made Forest. Spend some relaxing time with the 

enchanting Loboc River Cruise while you have a sumtious lunch (included) on a 

floating restaurant. Also meet the cute tarsiers, the world's smallest primates. 

 Shared tour with vehicle and driver services with a licensed tour guide.  

 

Day 3 – Dolphin Watching and Island Hopping Around the Wonderful Local 

Islets, Charming Firefly Watching in the Evening 
 Riding a pumpboat, you will watch the playful and friendly dolphins near Panglao 

Island early in the morning. Then go snorkelling at Balicasag Island and see Bohol's rich 

and colorful fishes and corals. Enjoy the sun and sands of Virgin Islands. Freshly-

prepared picnic lunch included. Shared tour - with a boat and crew to guide and assist 

you during the tour.  Snorkeling gear rentals, life vests and entrance fees included. 

Early morning until noon time activity (you will be back in the hotel by early afternoon).  

 After an early dinner (not included) by early evening, a shared vehicle with driver 

services will pick you up from the hotel and go to the firefly watching site. This hour long 

tour will take you gently up the beautiful river for an amazing light show of fireflies. 

Guest will paddle a kayak, watch as stars twinkle and light your way. See mangrove 

trees and watch dancing lights as fireflies emerge from the branches. 

 Back in the hotel by late evening, rest.  

 

 

 

 

 



Day 4 -  Bohol’s Hidden Gems: Candijay with its Rice Terraces and Anda 

with its Beach and Waterfalls, Lamanoc Island 
 A whole day tour to the hidden gems of Bohol will be full of pleasant surprises and 

discoveries in the unexplored areas of the province!  See the incredible view of the 

most amazing rice terraces of Bohol in Cadapdapan Rice Terraces.  Then, see the 

tallest waterfalls in Bohol, the impressive Can -umantad Falls and take a refreshing  dip 

into one of the many pools beneath. Explore the uninhabited Lamanoc Island, known 

by the locals as the “cradle to covolization” and then after jump in and swim in the 

Cabagnow Cave Pool’s clear waters! You’ll have some downtime while you enjoy your 

lunch (included) in one of the restaurants in the nearby Quinale Beach. 

This is a private tour – a private vehicle with driver services accompanied by licensed 

tour guide will be provided. 

 Back in the hotel by the mid to late afternoon.  Gather things and go to the airport to 

fly back to Manila in the evening (autonomous flight, dinner not included). 

 

Note: we can redefine the program and the quotation depending on your flight schedule. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Prices per person: 
In Hotel Category1* 

Group Size Price 

Group of 2 persons in 1 double room Php 17,250/person 

Group of 3 persons in 1 triple room     Php 15,275/person 

Group of 4 persons in 1 quadruple room    Php 13,625/person 

 

In Hotel Category 2* 

Group Size Price 

Group of 2 persons in 1 double room Php 22,770/person 

Group of 3 persons in 1 triple room     Php 19,530/person 

Group of 4 persons in 1 quadruple room    Php 17,075/person 

 

*see Hotel List below in the paragraph “Accommodations” 

 

This tour is self-guided, with local tour coordinators in each destination.  

Other options are available for different number of travellers, room arrangements, child rates 

and other adjustments. Private tours and transfers can also be arranged for all your day tours, 

we can also book flights for you. Please contact us for a new quotation. 

 

All expenditures and personal activities (for instance but not only: snacks, personal purchases 

in bars or supermarkets, souvenirs, tips, massages and other activities / services) not mentioned 

in the Travel Program as included, are not included and the relative expenditures shall be 

charged directly to the client.  

 



 
Want more of Bohol? Perhaps you can also explore seas and beaches with another island 

hopping tour with new destinations. From Bohol, you can have a day tour of the historic Cebu 

City with a quick round trip ferry transfer.  Swimming with the gentle giants of Oslob, Cebu is 

another activity within reach when in Bohol.  

A licensed diver? We can also arrange diving trips while you are in Bohol.  

Flights, private transfers and exclusive day tours can also be arranged. We can modify the 

program and quotation accordingly. 

 

 
The accommodations for this trip are mostly organized in small-size hotels/bed and breakfast and the 

choice depends on the availability at the moment of reservation. The present list is informal and not-

binding and it’s hereby provided only for explanatory purposes. The choice of the hotels is discretion of 

Tropical Experience Travel Services depending on availability and organizational details. To include 

specific hotels, please contact Tropical Experience Travel Services at the E-mail address 

experiencetropical@gmail.com. 

 Hotel Name Website/Link 

Bohol 

(Hotels Category 1) 

 

 

Scent of Green Papaya 

or  

Hayahay Resort and Restaurant 

or  

Maya Playa Resort 

(or equivalent) 

www.scentofgreenpapaya.com 

 

www.hayahay.net 

 

www.facebook.com/MayaPlayaPanglao/ 

Bohol 

(Hotels Category 2) 

Bohol Bee Farm  

or 

Alona Tropical Beach Resort 

or 

Villa Kasadya 

(or equivalent) 

www.boholbeefarm.com 

 

www.alonatropicalbeachresort.com  

 

www.villakasadya.com 

 

 

Before booking this tour, please read the page Terms and Conditions on our website 

http://www.tropicalexperiencephilippines.com/terms-and-conditions. The itinerary presented 

above should be considered as broad and just for a general idea. It may vary due to 

weather, obstacles, booking availability or other uncontrollable variables. If one of the guests 

has allergies or other issues linked to food, please let us know in advance. Inform us too if 

there’s be any physical obstacles or a particular health status that we should be made aware 

of. 

The present document completes the terms and conditions published on our website. 
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